
WE CARE 
ABOUT SUSTAINABILITY



For seventy years we have been producing superior quality 
linens and home textiles, with contemporary taste and great 
charm.
We are known worldwide for products that reflect our style 
and our roots: accuracy and taste, the cultural heritage 
of Tuscany where art, craftsmanship, and poetry have 
been intimately connected for centuries, the passion for life 
which is the cornerstone of our work.

MADE IN TUSCANY
STYLE AND TRADITION





MADE IN ITALY
QUALITY AND ACCURACY
We choose only the best raw materials: top-quality linens and 
cottons woven in Italy by producers renowned all over the 
world. Production is careful in all the details: finishes, stitches, 
trims. Our constant research strives to come up with refined 
and innovative designs suitable for different lifestyles.
We combine craftsmanship and advanced manufacturing based 
on the best technology available. We create products for living 
the house in a welcoming and elegant way with increasing 
attention to sustainability. Products of Italian manufacturing 
excellence.





PRIVATE LABEL
Every project is special. There are dozens of ways to finish 
a pillowcase or sew the corners of a napkin. Each customer 
has their own style and reference, each collection has an 
original taste. Experience, enthusiasm, and listening ability: 
TESSITURA TOSCANA TELERIE wants and knows how 
to always create a mix suitable for a bespoke product.







ENVIRONMENTAL 
SUSTAINABILITY





RAW MATERIALS
LINEN
Fresh and light, elegant and versatile, linen is the most resistant 
textile fiber in nature. It is resistant to wear and tear and does 
not lose its shape. Thermo-regulating and hygroscopic, it has 
excellent moisture absorption properties.
Linen is also an example of sustainability since it does not 
require water for irrigation or fertilizers. TESSITURA 
TOSCANA TELERIE uses European Linen, considered the 
best in the world because of climate, soil availability, 
the growers’ know-how and expertise of the entire 
production chain.

HEMP
Comfortable and resistant, it does not require pesticides, 
herbicides, and fertilizers. It grows without irrigation with 
a high yield of extracted fibers per area of land, leaving 
the soil in excellent conditions for subsequent crops.

COTTON
White, bright and soft, cotton is the most widespread textile 
fiber in the world. TTT has always selected only the noble 
qualities of long-staple cotton, resistant and naturally shiny 
from the best production areas in Egypt and the United States.
The most important properties of the cotton we purchase are 
its long and extremely thin fibers with good elongation and its 
very high resistance.
These criteria define our consolidated relationships with the 
best suppliers and are constantly monitored by our teams in 
terms of product quality and compliance with socially 
responsible working conditions.



CERTIFICATIONS





CELC LINEN
For years, TESSITURA TOSCANA TELERIE has been using linen 
grown by EUROPEAN LINEN producers who are certified by 
CELC (Confederazione European Confederation of Linen and 
Hemp) in terms of origin and cultivation processes respectful 
of the soil and the ecosystem, without fertilizers and artificial 
irrigation.
The resulting products are biodegradable, thanks to the skillful 
local supply chain.





We guarantee the safety of our products through REACH 
compliance by the producers we acquire fabrics from, which 
aims to ensure a higher level of protection for human health 
and the environment.

REACH

We buy raw fabrics from OEKO-TEX® certified producers. TTT 
is also OEKO-TEX® certified. Being a certified OEKO-TEX® 
manufacturer means adopting eco-friendly processes in our 
plants, as well as passing stringent tests attesting the absence 
of harmful substances in our products.

OEKO-TEX
STANDARD 100

® 

The accurate printing of our fabrics is the result of the most 
advanced technology and our experience. The GOTS printing 
certification certifies that a product contains at least 70% 
natural fibers from organic agriculture and guarantees that a 
textile product has been made with environmentally-friendly 
processes and in socially responsible working conditions.

GLOBAL ORGANIC 
TEXTILE STANDARD 
(GOTS)  PRINTS® 





We produce certified energy through solar panels over 
an area of 1500sqm. Our annual renewable energy 
production is approximately 55,000kWh and guarantees 50% 
of the annual energy requirements. On sunny days, our plants 
produce 47kWh and unused energy is returned to the grid 
as renewable energy.

RENEWABLE 
ENERGY





ENERGY 
CONSUMPTION 
REDUCTION
In 2017 we started replacing our lighting system with LEDs 
with an A+ energy classification. 
Today we use exclusively LED lights and have lowered our 
annual energy consumption by 50%.





We produce fabric bags that are plastic-free (PVC, PET, PE, 
PP), whenever possible.
For transparent packaging, as of January 1st, 2020 we are using 
EVA-certified CSI Recycled Plastic.

INNOVATIVE 
PACKAGING







SOCIAL 
SUSTAINABILITY





For a long time now, in partnership with Coop TESSITURA 
TOSCANA TELERIE has been running a social responsibility 
project. Convoi Onlus, a non-profit cooperative, runs an 
employment program for people living with frailty. T
his partnership - branded Altremani - has been vital, among 
other things, for creating specific home decor fabrics in the 
special projects’ collections.

“ALTREMANI” 
FABRICS

Since 2013 we are partnering with the semi-industrial 
Lavanderia Socialeinrete-Convoi, a cooperative dedicated 
to the integration of disadvantaged people.
Their activities are mainly carried out around Florence and 
contribute to the well-being of the entire community.

LAVANDERIA 
“SOCIALEINREALE”



www.tessituratoscanatelerie.it


